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Why (and how) we should embrace the 

study of juvenile turtles
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Where does she go?

Is she a she?

How does she get there?

How long does she stay there?

What does she do there?

Where else does she go?

What threats does she face before she returns?
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1. More of us need to work on juveniles 

2. It will need to be with multiple techniques

(some of them we don’t have yet!)

3. It will need to be longterm and widescale

4. At least some will need to be with fishers

5. We need to be open to emerging themes



1. Why more of us need to work 

on juvenile turtles



Designed to 

illustrate the long 

term impact of egg 

harvest but…….



Most turtles are 

juveniles



If our monitoring 

focusses on adult 

females only, we 

may be in for a 

shock!
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…..or it may be a 

pleasant surprise!
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More strandings can be good thing!





















2. We need to be integrating  

multiple techniques



Tracking past, present & future; advanced modelling

CMR, genetics, sexing, field ecology, novel methods
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4. Working with (artisanal) fishers 



Fisheries: In many cases the single 

greatest concern for sea turtle 

conservation



Fisheries: Food and employment for 

millions; some the poorest people on earth



Fishers own and can handle boats

Working with fishers has to be key to 

successful marine turtle conservation



If you work with the right guys, you can 

catch a lot of turtles…fast!



British Virgin Islands



In a 2.5 years:

•Large marked populations of two species

•Morphometrics/growth/genetics/sexing (hormones)

•Tracking and diving studies

Bonuses:

•Field missions without “the scientists”

•Deeper understanding of culture/economics

•Community engagement

•Many, many smiles!!
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Turks and Caicos Islands

Second largest turtle fishery in the Caribbean
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… sampling turtle stocks at fishing sites in 

partnership with local fishermen.

Turks and Caicos Islands
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Biometric sampling 

leading to suggested 

changes to legislation

Turks and Caicos Islands
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Biometric sampling 

leading to suggested 

changes to legislation
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Peru



Peru

•Participatory monitoring of bycatch in a range of 
fleets

•Satellite tagging of leatherbacks and loggerheads

•Experimental fishing to test bycatch mitigation 
methods

•Experimental real-time monitoring 

•Moving towards accreditation scheme

•NB Multi-taxon approach



Peru



Working with fishers has to be key to 

successful marine turtle conservation

ADVANTAGES:

•Skills

•Traditional knowledge

•Multi-dimensional insight

(Social, cultural and economic)

•Project credibility

•Community ownership 

•Likely long-term impact 

•Very enjoyable!!!

•Not just for sea turtles
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CHALLENGES:

•Gaining trust

•Cultural differences

•Continuity/funding

This list is much shorter 

so we should clearly be 

doing much more of this!



26 years ago

5. There will be emerging themes





Getting worse, people care, we can fix. 

Flagship issue for marine conservation?



Plastic Pollution

Necropsy  

Content 
Sorting   

Classification   



Classification 

Shape Type 

Dimension  Colour   



Size & Ingestion  

*p=0.002 



Diet-related Selectivity

Chris JordanSeagrass

Ingested Plastic  

Dietary Relation   

ShapeColour



Microplastic Isolation

Enzymatic digestion 
(Cole et al. 2014) 

Removal of 
biological material 
from sample 

Fourier transform 
infrared 
spectroscopy (FT-IR)

E.Duncan



Enzymatic Digestion

200 µm

E.Duncan



Type: 

- Fibres

- Fragments 

- Beads

All turtles!

All species!

Three oceans!

Classification 

100 µm

E.Duncan

50 µm

50 µm
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www.issuu.com - Search “tortue”

http://www.issuu.com/
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Thank you for listening!

b.j.godley@exeter.ac.uk

@BrendanGodley


